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By Andre Brink

Vintage Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, The Wall of the Plague, Andre Brink, Helping to research
her lover's film on the great plague, Andrea returns to
Provence. However, her journey becomes more a trip of
personal discovery than one of pure academic research as she
begins to enjoy more and more of the idyllic lifestyle. Travelling
with Mandla, a fellow South African and Black activist, helps
Andrea put into perspective the more hedonistic elements of
her new life. However, through the intensity of his own
convictions Mandla forces his friend to re-assess her own
beliefs, casting a shadow on the relationship. As the story
unfolds in a landscape evoked with a breathtaking mastery,
Andrea and Mandla confront the uneasy relationships which
develop between themselves and their lovers. Their difficulties
form an allegory for those faced by two disparate continents,
as they undertake the process of reconciling Europe's past and
Africa's present.
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Merely no words to spell out. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am happy to explain how
this is actually the very best publication we have go through within my personal daily life and can be he best ebook for
at any time.
-- Althea  Chr istia nsen-- Althea  Chr istia nsen

I actually started o  looking over this publication. Indeed, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way and is particularly just right a er i finished reading this ebook
by which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Toney B er nha r d-- Toney B er nha r d
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